Asset monitoring in construction sites is an intricate, manually intensive task, that can highly benefit from automated solutions engineered using deep neural networks. We use Single-Shot Multibox Detector -SSD, for its fine balance between speed and accuracy, to leverage ubiquitously available images and videos from the surveillance cameras on the construction sites and automate the monitoring tasks, hence enabling project managers to better track the performance and optimize the utilization of each resource. We propose to improve the performance of SSD by clustering the predicted boxes instead of a greedy approach like non-maximum suppression. We do so using Affinity Propagation Clustering -APC to cluster the predicted boxes based on the similarity index computed using the spatial features as well as location of predicted boxes. In our attempts, we have been able to improve the mean average precision of SSD by 3.77% on custom dataset consist of images from construction sites and by 1.67% on PASCAL VOC Challenge.
I. INTRODUCTION
Construction sites forms an important parts of cities: they are intricate environments with a broad range of activities like clearing, dredging, excavating, and building [1] . These activities require large numbers of expensive equipments, and it is crucial to monitor their proper utilization. This monitoring is time-consuming, labor intensive, and prone to human errors by project managers. Smart Cities incorporate a large number of Internet-connected sensors and actuators. This paper considers the use of IP cameras such as sensors to automate monitoring on construction sites.
We propose an automated system to detect, localize and classify equipment from videos to generate real-time reports that facilitate decision-making. We do so using recently introduced computer vision algorithms [2] , [3] trained on surveillance videos from construction sites that are available but underutilized in computer vision research. We use Single-Shot 978-1-5386-5959-5/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE MultiBox Detector -SSD with Non-Maximum Suppression -NMS [4] as base model, which reaches record performance for object detection, scoring over 74% mAP (mean Average Precision) at a real-time rate of 59 frames per second on the Pascal VOC Challenge [5] .
SSD uses greedy NMS, where out of all the detected bounding boxes, the boxes with higher confidences are selected and the other boxes overlapping the selected boxes are suppressed subjected to an intersection over union (iou) threshold. NMS uses a static threshold, usually 0.5, to winnow away candidate bounding boxes. But this very technique of NMS causes the detector to fail while looking for objects which appear smaller or have low resolution because of far away camera placement on construction sites. Fig.1a and Fig.1b show this particular problem where SSD is not able to detect a small equipment.
We propose to replace NMS with Affinity Propagation Clustering [6] to solve the drawback of greedy NMS. We choose APC over other clustering techniques, because it does not require the number of clusters to be determined a priori. Rather, it is an exemplar based algorithm that employs a simple message-passing technique to cluster based on similarity between bounding boxes generated by SSD. The algorithm progressively engenders communication between each bounding box and its exemplar to produce a high-quality set of clusters with the exemplars as the cluster centers.
In our technique, we cluster the bounding boxes on the basis of the location as well as the appearance-based spatial features of the pixels enclosed by those bounding boxes, hence distinguishing the objects based on both their location as well as appearance. This allows the selection of final detection to be adaptive in contrast to the hand-designed threshold values of NMS, and since there is no minimum value for the detection overlap, small objects are also detected successfully. Fig.1 depicts the performance comparison of SSD with NMS and with APC.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the SSD and APC to provide intuition of the problem and capability of clustering to solve it. It also introduces the notation used in the paper. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm. Section 4 covers the dataset used, experimental setup and result analysis under different situations.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Single Shot Multibox Detector
The key feature of Single Shot Multibox Detector -SSD [4] is a feed-forward convolutional network, that can, in a single pass perform both the object classification, by predicting the class score and object localization, by performing bounding box regression followed by non-maximum suppression -NMS. Let χ be the domain set representing all the images from which objects are to be detected and M = {1, 2, ...l} be the label set representing the labels for all the object-classes in those images. Let D = {d 1 , d 2 , ...d n } be the set of default boxes created using Algorithm 1 over different aspect ratios and regularly spaced scales. Each default box d i is a vector representing four values associated with the box [c x c y w h], where (c x , c y ) are the coordinates of the centroid and w and h are respectively the width and height of the bounding box. SSD is a function ϕ(x) =Ŷ that takes an arbitrary image x ∈ χ as an input and produces a matrixŶ ∈ R n×(l+4) as the output. Each row ofŶ represents a (l+4) dimensional positive real valued vector, which contains l per-class classification probabilities or confidences and four offsets in the default box dimensions. For simplicity considerŶ = [ẐB] where matrixẐ ∈ R n×l represents classification task andB ∈ R n×4 represents localization task.
The training data available for object detection consists of images and the boxes circumscribing the objects (called ground-truth boxes) along with their class labels. Hence, for any arbitrary image x ∈ χ, G = {g 1 , g 2 , ...g h } represents a set of ground-truth boxes, where g i ∈ R (l+4) . The training objective of SSD is to learn the prediction rules to predict the object class present in each default box and the amount of offset required in the shape of the default boxes with respect to the ground-truth box. This correlation, associated with each default box is computed using Algorithm 2 and stored in a ground-truth matrix Y ∈ R n×(l+4) .
SSD uses weighted sum of classification and localization loss as an overall loss function, minimize it using Adam Optimizer [7] during the training. For classification, SSD calculates the multi-class softmax loss. If N is the total number of positively matched default boxes in Algorithm 2 and σ ∈ M is some label representing the background, the classification loss is:
Scale values of default boxes in k th feature map
denote the smooth L1 function [8] . The localization loss is:
Hence, the overall loss is:
where α is the weight value that controls the balance between the two losses. The localization and classification tasks are followed by two post-processing steps. First, SSD creates a matrix Ω ∈ R n×(l+4) representing an ordered set of predicted boxes given as:
Each row of matrix Ω represents the l class probabilities with the exact bounding box circumscribing the object. Secondly, SSD performs per class non-maximum suppression to produce the final detection. For that, it removes all the predicted boxes which belong to the background class; and then, it iteratively performs non-maximum suppression for the other classes by selecting the most confident predicted box, and removing all other overlapping boxes with iou > 0.5, till there is no box overlapping the selected one. 
B. Affinity Propagation Clustering
Affinity Propagation Clustering clusters the data by exchanging certain real-valued similarity messages between the pairs of data points until convergence, producing a refined set of clusters and corresponding exemplars.
APC takes as inputs a set of data points T = {t 1 , t 2 , ...t q } and a similarity matrix S ∈ R q×q , whose element S i,j is a measure of the similarity between data points t i and t j , computed as per function s(t i , t j ). Additionally, it takes a preference vector ρ = {ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ...ρ q } , where ρ i is associated with each data point t i such that t i with larger ρ i are more likely to be the exemplars. The output of APC is largely influenced by the choice of ρ, as in, choosing a shared value (e.g. median) can result in moderate number of clusters, whereas choosing a minimum value can result in a small number of clusters.
Two types of messages are iteratively exchanged between the node pairs, that can be combined at any iteration to give the clusters and their respectively chosen exemplars. A responsibility message r(i, j) ∈ R from the data point t i to a potential exemplar t j , reflecting the suitability of t j to be an exemplar for t i , given the other potential exemplars; and an availability matrix a(i, j) ∈ R from a candidate exemplar t j to the data point t i reflecting how appropriate it would be for t j to serve as an exemplar of t i , given the support from the other data points for t j to be an exemplar. In each iteration, these messages are updated as per Algorithm 3, until either the changes in the messages fall below some threshold, or there is no update in the computed clusters and corresponding exemplars over some iterations.
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed object detection pipeline for SSD with APC is shown in figure. To produce final predictions, instead of applying non-maximum suppression to the boxes predicted by SSD, we propose to cluster them based on their similarity using APC. We compute the preference vector ρ of APC from the predicted matrix Ω ∈ R n×(l+4) of SSD as ∀i ∈ [1, n] : ρ i = max[Ω i,1:l ]. This allows APC to select boxes with high predicted confidences as exemplars. The similarity between two predicted boxes is calculated as a weighted sum of the location of the default box and its computed visual based features. The location based similarity is computed as iou between two predicted boxes. The visual appearance based similarity is computed as euclidean distance between histogram of gradients [9] computed for those two predicted segments of the image.
Consider the label set M = {1, 2, ...l}, where 1 indicates the background and {2, 3...l} indicates the labels for different object classes. For an arbitrary image x with ground-truth boxes G = {g 1 , g 2 , ...g h }, the predicted output of SSD Ω ∈ R n×(l+4) represents the n segments of input image. Let ∆ ∈ R n×4 where ∀i ∈ [1, n] : ∆ i,: = Ω i,l+1:l+4 represents Algorithm 3 Affinity Propagation Clustering 1: Inputs: T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t q } -Set of data points ρ ∈ R q -Preference vector S -Set of pairwise similarities
..q} 2 : a(i, j) = 0 3: Repeat until convergence:
Set of exemplar data points
the predicted bounding boxes. The location-based similarity can be calculated as:
Let ∀i ∈ [1, n] : η i represents the histogram of gradient feature vector calculated using the method proposed in [9] . The visual appearance based similarity can be calculated as following:
For real-valued weight factor λ ∈ [0, 1], the elements of the similarity matrix S can be computed as:
Using similarity matrix from equation 7 with Algorithm 3 gives E, the set of exemplars of the predicted boxes representing the final detections of the objects. Ideally this E should be close to the ground-truth G.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
As the goal of this research is to provide a better object detection algorithm to develop an automated asset monitoring and management system for the construction sites, we have The images are taken from surveillance IP cameras placed at various construction sites with different angles and heights. This setup allows us to generate a dataset with objects ranging in different scales as well as aspect ratios. Figure 2 and 3 shows the details about training and testing dataset. Figure 4 shows the distribution of aspect ratios of objects present in the dataset. We also test the proposed approach on PASCAL VOC dataset [5] for fair comparison with SSD architecture proposed in [4] . The training and testing distribution of PASCAL VOC dataset is also the same as SSD-300 architecture in [4] . The performance evaluation of both the datasets is done and analyzed separately.
To understand the performance, we consider three variants of SSD based on different feature extraction network. i) SSD with Inception [10] ii) SSD with Mobilenet [11] and iii) SSD with VGG-16 [4] , [12] . These different feature extraction networks cover almost all the state-of-the-art variants of SSD available and allow us to verify effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on different architectures. We evaluate the PASCAL VOC evaluation metrics and COCO evaluation metrics to compare performance of proposed algorithm. 1) Evaluation on Custom Dataset: At first, we train SSD-Inception and SSD-Mobilenet with the custom dataset from construction sites. We have two versions of each architecture, one with NMS (SSD-Mobilenet and SSD-Inception) and another created using proposed algorithm (SSD-Mobilenet-APC and SSD-Inception-APC). We evaluate all the models for perclass average precision as well as mean average precision as suggested in PASCAL VOC evaluation metrics [5] . The evaluation of these models provide us an insight about the performance of all the variants of SSD on different custom object classes. The results in Table 1 indicate the per class average precision comparison of conventional SSD with NMS against proposed SSD with APC for each variant.
We observed that conventional SSD is fairly able to detect large objects, as in objects covering larger area with respect to total area of the image but, struggles against smaller objects. On the other hand, performance of SSD with APC is far better for smaller objects. It achieves this by detecting objects, which are rejected by conventional SSD during the NMS process.
To verify the authenticity of proposed improvement and provide fair evaluation, we compared the conventional SSD model provided in [4] with the proposed algorithm on PASCAL VOC dataset. For this evaluation we used SSD with VGG-16 as base network. We kept all the default values as well as hyper parameters of the network same as the values mentioned in [4] . Table 2 provides the comparison for per class average precision and mean average precision. The real-time detection is the main reason of selecting SSD as base algorithm and replacing NMS with APC doesn't affect the detection speed. Table 1 includes the time take to perform detection on single image.
V. CONCLUSION
Our evaluation and analysis gives the significant drawbacks of using greedy non-maximum suppression approach and demonstrates how it restricts the performance of conventional SSD. We also provide the effect of object size on performance of conventional SSD. This paper highlights the use of affinity propagation clustering in SSD to overcome the drawbacks of NMS. Our evaluation and analysis strongly suggest the effectiveness of proposed approach and shows its potential to provide better object detection. We also cover the application of this improvement to automate the asset-monitoring in construction sites.
